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David Balen had tackled his acoustics, but was weighed down by a confusion of excess hardware. The SOS team get him back on track.

118 Pad Behaviour
Ah, the ‘80s... Fluorescent socks, marble-wash jeans, and naff-sounding synth pads! You might not want to resurrect the first two, but subtle use of pads can improve even contemporary mixes.

136 Mix Rescue
We mix a track twice, seeking the right feel: apply EQ for clarity and sheen; and complete the picture with stereo width enhancement.

174 Creating Filter Effects With Cubase 5
Sweeps and rhythmic filter effects are a key element in dance music — and they’re easy to create with Cubase 5’s bundled plug-ins...

176 More Max For Live
MaxMSP needn’t be as scary as you might think, as we demonstrate with some basic Max For Live programming.

178 Stereo Effects In Reason & Record
We show you how common devices can be manipulated to create stereo effects in Reason and Record.
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22 Hardware In The Software Studio
Most studio tools have their strengths, but how best do you combine hardware and software in a modern project studio?

54 Ray Davies
Legendary songwriter and Kinks frontman Ray Davies got his first taste of recording in 1964, and he’s never looked back.

82 Inside Track: Justin Gerrish & Rostam Batmanglij
In Contra, Vampire Weekend have made one of the more unlikely US hit albums of recent years. Guitarist Rostam Batmanglij and engineer Justin Gerrish explain how it happened.

96 Dave Stewart: Time Trial
For Dave Stewart’s latest project, he faced the challenge of bringing his old tracks into the digital age.

122 Classic Tracks: Bob Dylan
’Sad Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands’
It took a while for Bob Dylan to hit his stride on his seventh studio album, but once he did there was no stopping him.

152 Mikkel Eriksen: The Stargate Writing & Production Team
From humble beginnings in provincial Norway, the Stargate team have gone on to become one of America’s leading hit factories.
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182 Customising Your Arpeggiator In Logic 9
Everyone loves an arpeggiator, and building one in Logic helps you hone your Environment skills.

184 Taking A Fresh Look At Sonar’s Audiosnap
This feature always had potential, but never quite fulfilled its promise. However, those taking a second look will like what they see.

186 Unlinking Timelines In Pro Tools
The point of Pro Tools’ option to unlink timeline and edit selections isn’t obvious, but there are situations in which it can be a life-saver.

212 Q&A
Your studio-related questions answered by the SOS crew.

166 Notes From The Deadline
It’s wonderful to be able to give something back to young people who are eager to learn about life in the studio...

170 Playback: Readers’ Music Reviewed
The SOS troupe take time out of their frenetic schedules to review some of the many demos that come through the door.

208 Apple Notes
Just how hard is it to create your very own iPad and iPhone apps? We look at an interesting approach.

210 PC Notes
High-capacity memory sticks now theoretically offer a totally portable studio solution. We examine the issues.
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High-capacity drives now not only make it possible to carry entire multitrack audio projects in your back pocket, they also allow installation of some audio applications, theoretically offering a totally portable studio solution.

**Martin Walker**

USB memory sticks are no longer restricted to scratchpad duty: Kingston’s new DataTraveler 310 offers a massive 256GB capacity, along with read/write speeds that make it feasible to carry entire multitrack audio projects around on your keyring. More and more musicians are finding such drives indispensable as a convenient backup medium or for carting around songs, sounds, or even video files from studio to studio. It’s also possible to install some audio applications on them, for a totally portable music solution.

Nearly all USB sticks of 2GB or smaller are pre-formatted as FAT16 (File Allocation Table, often simply abbreviated to FAT), which generally offers very slightly faster read and write speeds than FAT32. However, maximum volume size and file size is 2GB, so larger USB sticks generally arrive in FAT32 format, which supports a maximum volume size of 32GB and a maximum file size of 4GB. Both format types are optimised for quick removal and can, therefore, be unplugged without using the Windows ‘Safely Remove Hardware’ tool.

USB sticks of greater than 32GB are best formatted as NTFS (New Technology File System), as used by most modern hard drives, which also offers greater security. NTFS also seems to offer considerably faster write speeds, because Windows write caching declares each write complete once it’s written to your system RAM, but before it’s actually finished sending it to your USB stick. This is great if you tend to do lots of separate writes while your stick is inserted, but it’s absolutely vital to use the ‘Safely Remove Hardware’ tool before unplugging to avoid corruption of all your stick’s data.

Many musicians are left wondering whether or not they will benefit from reformatting smaller USB sticks from FAT to NTFS, and if so, how. Well, the main reason is to allow single file sizes of larger than 4GB, but you are unlikely to see any performance improvements.

Initially, Windows will only offer FAT or FAT32 options, so if you decide to switch to NTFS, you need to find your USB stick in Device Manager, double-click on its icon to open the Properties page and select the Policies tab. Finally, you need to click on ‘Optimise for performance’ instead of ‘Optimise for quick removal’, to enable write-caching. Once this has been done, a new NTFS option will appear in your Format options for this USB stick.

**SHEPPI Spatial Enhancer**

The SHEPPI (Stereo Haas Effect Ping-Pong Inverter) Spatial Enhancer is based on principles discussed in a 1983 AES white paper. If you want to enhance the localisation and ambience of your sounds to make them bigger and more spacious, this is a free

PC-only VST plug-in that’s most definitely worth a download from the Open Ambience Project (http://dallas.hodgson.info/articles/OpenAmbienceProject).

The well-known Haas effect states that if two sounds arrive at your ears within 25 to 35 milliseconds they are perceived as a single sound. So SHEPPI performs its magic using a fixed 30mS ping-pong delay with optional feedback, courtesy of its Deep button, and an inverter switched in and out of one of its crossfeed delay lines, using its Wide button. This means that the extra early reflections bounce around out of phase to increase the stereo width. Completing
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**PC Snippets**

**Dodgy USB sticks:** Counterfeiters are reprogramming USB sticks so that they appear to have much larger capacity. If you’ve been tempted by any bargain sticks on eBay, always use the freeware H2testw utility (www.portableapps.com/download.php?id=H2TEST) to test them while empty, before you start saving your valuable data on them. It’s not unknown for a 4GB stick to actually only be able to store 2GB!

**Dongles aren’t so bad:** Some musicians are already voting with their feet when it comes to products protected by USB dongles, but one game company is so incensed by rampant piracy that they’ve come up with a new and rather draconian scheme that we will have to hope doesn’t get taken up by any music developers. While playing Ubisoft’s Assassin’s Creed 2 you require a permanent internet connection to Ubisoft’s servers. If you lose your connection, the game will freeze, but will carry on trying to reconnect for an unlimited time. However, the biggest obstacle to hackers is that your current game progress is stored on Ubisoft’s servers as well, along with the associated code. In other words, the developer hosts your personal data on their computers, so it will take a lot longer to crack; probably as long as the game’s shelf life!